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In Blind Run, Patricia Lewin has written a breathless novel of unrelenting suspense and nervecracking tension that is also a gripping story of lost love, lost innocence, and a last chance at
revenge. Ethan Decker is a specialized "Hunter" for the most secretive agency in the U.S.
government, working deep undercover to track down and capture ruthless international mercenaries
and fugitives. But when a daring mission takes a lethal turn, a renegade assassin kills Decker's son
in retribution. Forced to leave his devastated, unsuspecting wife, Sydney, to save her from the
madman's threats, Decker exiles himself in the New Mexican desert to live in a jail of his own guilt
and grief. The day starts like any other in the desert: scorching, cloudless. But then, like a mirage, a
car appears on the horizon. Inside is Anna Kelsey, a former member of Decker's covert team, a
woman Decker presumed dead in the hell following that ill-fated mission three years ago. But she
survived - and now she shepherds two children, entrusting them to Decker's protection. Before he
can protest, Anna is screeching away in a cloud of dust. Now Decker is reeling from the sudden turn
of events - and the shocking sight of Anna's body not far down the road from where she left his
trailer and the kids. The Spanish coin under her tongue is a mark Decker hoped to never see again...
the signature of the assassin Ramirez. Suddenly the race is on: to reach his ex-wife before Ramirez
finds her, and to unlock the mystery behind these two children and why Anna died to give them
refuge. But for Decker, Sydney's trust is not his to have any longer, and the children are pawns in a
dark conspiracy so vast and so evil that even this former spy could not imagine the peril and terror
that lies directly in his path.
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kewdiepie
Blind Run by Patricia Lewin is a fast paced read that had me flipping pages as fast as I could. Ms
Lewin has provided us with a well written book loaded with amazing characters, suspense, action
and a little heat. Ethan and Sydney's story is just creepy enough to make you think....what if. I
enjoyed Blind Run and would be happy to read more from Patricia Lewin in the future. Blind Run is
a complete book, not a cliff-hanger.
Memuro
I would, and will, recommend this book to anyone that likes suspense. One thing that struck me with
a good feeling was the lack of sexual violence. While there is violence, it's necessary to the story,
but the story is .....wholesome. Buy it, read it, like it!
Ƀ⁞₳⁞Ð Ƀ⁞Ǿ⁞Ɏ
I read Blind Run before its reissue, and always meant to leave a review but life and procrastination
got in the way. So when I heard Ms. Lewin had reissued the book it was a perfect reminder to take
care of unfinished business. One of the trademarks of a great read is that you remember the plot
and characters for years after. And that is the case of Blind Run. I recently left another review of
Lawrence Sanders, First Deadly Sin even though it had been years. But if a story stays with you
readers need to know it's that good.
Blind Run has all the elements of a page turner as tragic protagonist Ethan Decker comes out of
seclusion, join forces with a woman he still loves but has sent away to protect, and join forces again
an unlikely hero, and one I didn't see coming. I love that she takes the reader from New Mexico into
the Pacific Northwest with apt descriptions and well-researched data. I felt like I'd been traveling
after I read Blind run. Moreover I'd participated in an adventure.
Arcanescar
Wow. When is the sequel coming out? Blind Run had me hook, line and sinker the moment I read the
first page. Once you start reading you can’t stop. There is a compelling necessity to yearn for what is
on the next page and then the next chapter, and it goes on. The protagonist, Ethan Decker is dynamic,
complex with a soft middle core for those he cares about. The antagonist, Danny, is in betwixt and in
between wanting to be the man he’s had to be for his sister and wanting to believe in Ethan Decker.
Then his ex-wife, Sydney Decker, also a secondary antagonist is the perfect pairing for both
protagonists. In the beginning the author has the reader get settled by introducing what and who will
be important to know and why. This is important because knowing is a critical element of the
infrastructure, the core of the book. The book kept true to its core, no wandering, no side visits and no
ancillary characters. The reader can feel the storyline grow in complexity and character development
together with character interactions. And just as you dig a little deeper in that comfy chair you’re
reading in, a tsunami of action and adventure, strongly developed characters, complex and simple
character interactions, with deep and rich dialogue swept me up into the book, and I was done… Stick
a fork in me done. From that point on I couldn't put the book down until I finished reading. I read with
a compulsory fervor reading continuously, without a break because it was just soooo good. The book
will keep you on the edge of your seat. It's a page turner. So, my question is, when is the Sequel?
Readers, I HIGHLY RECOMMEND making time to read Blind Run. It’s definitely a 5-star read
–Tex. Blind Run

Dalallador
I don’t usually read books about children in danger, but the first chapter of Blind Run grabbed me
so I bought it, and I’m glad I did, although the number of children in danger finally reaches twentyfive. Former CIA officer Ethan Hunter is doing penance in the New Mexican desert for an operation
that went south and ultimately resulted in the death of his son. When the last living member of his
team finds him and leaves two children with him and goes away without explanation, Hunter follows
her and finds her dead. He knows who killed her, the assassin Marco Ramirez who has promised to
kill Hunter’s ex-wife, Sydney. Hunter takes the children and races to protect Sydney. He gets there
in time to save her, but in the process two police officers are killed, which leaves him a wanted copkiller. He takes Sydney and the children and races to Seattle to discover what’s wrong at an island
research facility in Puget Sound. He has to use all his tradecraft to get on to the island, find Sydney
and the children, and get them off alive.
Patricia Lewin knows how to wring all the suspense possible out of their cross country dash, upping
the ante each time you pause to draw a breath. I recommend Blind Run - if you have time to read it
in one go.
Ance
I obtained this free e-book from Amazon and I am voluntarily writing a review. A spellbinding and
thought provoking read. Ethan has withdrawn from the world after the murder of his son by a team
member from the agency he worked for. Unable to put that kind of pain on his wife he let her think
their son's death was an accident and it ended their marriage. Three years later an ex operative
shows up with two kids and dumps them on him asking him to protect them until she returns in a
couple of days. Except she took a bullet to the back of her head not far from Ethan's hide out.
Someone is hunting him, has threatened his ex wife and the two kids that were dumped on him.
Now all of them are the run not knowing who is after them or why and they need answers.
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